Midnight Lamp (Bold As Love Book 3)

Rufus ONiall is dead and the Green Nazi
occupation has been defeated: at a huge
cost to the three extraordinary people who
saved England from the dark. Deeply
changed by the sacrifices each of them has
had to make, Fiorinda, Axe and Sage are in
hiding from their friends and fans on the
Pacific coast of Mexico, when theyre
tracked down by an emissary of Fred
Eiffrich, President of the United States. He
brings an offer they cant refuse, its about a
movie, allegedly. Sage is drawn to an old
flame, Ax has to fight dirty, for the future
and against the might of a collapsing
superpower, and Fiorinda, her grip on the
grand illusion of reality damaged, maybe
beyond repair, after what happened at
Drumbeg, struggles with a deadly
addiction.
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